Introduction
It seems that everywhere you turn these days, all the I.T. industry gurus and talking heads are hyperventilating about our impending mutual futures in "The Cloud" wherein every person or business will keep their critical data stored in remote and unknown data centers and where on premise servers will be obsolete. Another fancy catchphrase refers to the advent of "utility computing". Perhaps you too are looking forward to that world and have your "head in The Clouds". But from the vantage point of a small business in mid-2010, we must caution that, "It ain't necessarily so!"
Defining Our Terms
Before exploring whether the hype is warranted or not, we should be clear about the terms "cloud computing" and "utility computing" because they are not the same. Some very short definitions follow but you can read a more lengthy explanation with follow-on discussion here: http://gigaom.com/2008/02/28/how-cloud-utility-computing-aredifferent/.
To me, "cloud computing" refers to utilizing, on a subscription basis, computing resources (storage, processing power, bandwidth, etc.) that you do not own with overtones of lack of concern about how/where the resources are delivered/located. So, for example, when you store all of your data on someone else's equipment and it's not housed on your own personal or business premises, you are taking advantage of one form of cloud computing.
"Utility computing", on the other hand, refers more to how you purchase computing resources along with overtones of pervasiveness. So, for example, when utilizing "cloud storage" and you only pay for the number of megabytes or gigabytes you use and when you can access your data from just about any location, you are taking advantage of "utility computing". This is similar to the way we all purchase and access electricity and water resources -hence the term "utility". 
Cloud Computing Service Description Hosted/Web Applications
Any personal or business application that you access through a web browser like Internet Explorer or Firefox is a "hosted/web" application. You get the full benefit of the features of the application without knowing or caring where the computing resources are located. A good example of this is Intuit's QuickBooks Online. Cloud Storage "Folder in the Sky" -When you are able to deposit files into what appears to be a folder on your computer but wherein the data is actually stored (or transmitted to or synchronized with data) at a remote location. A good example of this is Microsoft's Windows Live "SkyDrive" or perhaps Google's GoogleApps. "Server in the Sky" -When you run an application locally on your computer but it connects to remote computing resources just "as if" the server(s) are local to you (but whose actual locations are again perhaps unknown to you).
Intranet/Extranet
When you access an application that to all appearances is a "web site", complete with storage areas, dynamic content (like announcements, presentations, wikis, discussion groups, etc.), and other collaboration features and which may contain a combination of private, semi-private, and public access content. An excellent example of this is Microsoft's SharePoint Online service.
"The Promised Land?"
For some people, they look forward to the day when all of their data is stored elsewhere (folder in the sky or server in the sky) and all of their critical business applications/needs are either hosted/web or met by an intranet/extranet. When this day arrives they believe they can simply retire all of their servers and won't need anything more than some PCs and printers (and an internet connection, of course). The hoped for benefits of this Promised Land are:
1. No more spending money on maintaining and periodically upgrading servers. 2. No more spending money on maintaining and periodically upgrading software applications. 3. Ability to have I.T. capability expand and contract as the business needs dictate simply by paying a greater or lesser subscription fee ("utility computing"). 4. A more general benefit of all I.T. related expenses being reduced commensurate with all of the "complicated" equipment like servers being gone.
